SMART METER SHIELDING
SMART METER SHIELD KIT
Everything You Need for Effective RF Shielding
We get this question a lot: “How do I shield my smart meter?”
Remember, you want the shield to be placed between the source
of radiation and the people you wish to protect. And it would be
nice if the shield didn’t reflect radiation back towards the people.
In this kit, you get everything you’ll need to set up a simple but
effective shield for the brain jarring beat of the smart meter. It
covers an ample area of 8x7 feet and includes an RF reflector,
an absorber material, mounting tape and ground cord. With
these 2 layers, almost no radiation can
get through and this is easily
demonstrated with the proper RF meter. Clear instructions show
you how to attach it to the interior of the wall on which the smart
meter is mounted. You can cover it with any decorative finish you
like. Great for both long term or short term (removable)
situations. Your smart meter is pulsing out microwaves right now.
Shield yours today! Includes Economy Exterior Smart Meter
Shield Kit (see below) for outdoor protection too!
Smart Meter Shield Kit (Cat. #R1219) ……….. $349.95
Need to cover a larger area? You can order additional material:
Nickel/Copper RipStop (Cat. #R1213) ..... $12.95 per lin ft (see fabrics for details)
MW Absorbing Sheet (Cat. #R259) ............ $9.95 per lin ft

ECONOMY EXTERIOR
SMART METER SHIELD KIT
Installs In Seconds, Fits All Smart Meters
Smart Meters emit microwave signals in all
directions. To protect your loved ones from
these emissions, your shield must be placed
between the source of emissions and the
people. That usually means on the interior of
the wall where the smart meter is attached. But
what if you need to shield an outdoor patio? Or
an area to the side of the smart meter?
Now you can. The Economy Exterior Smart Meter Shield Kit includes everything you need
and requires no tools (except a scissors) to install. Installation takes only seconds.
Corrosion-immune, soft Stainless Steel Mesh is wrapped
around the glass part of the smart meter and is held
in place by weather resistant, adhesive Velcro®-type
hook and loop. Simply trim any excess with your
scissors. Couldn’t be easier! Shielding performance
reduces sideways signal measurably, but still allows
enough to get back to the utility for proper meter
readings.
You might even want to get one to offer to your neighbors.
Economy Exterior Smart Meter Shield Kit (Cat. #R208) ….. $19.95
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